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ABSTRACT

A Mission into Hot Phenomena in the Universe is proposed by means of a small telescope of 50 cm aperture accommodated
on the International Space Station. Two operating modes are envisaged: 3 A dispersion imaging spectroscopy in the 90—320
nm range (1st priority) or wide field (1°) medium bandwidth imaging in the same range but Ly-cz (2nd priority). It will use
a pointing platform attached to an Express Pallet Adapter available to the Italian Space Agency (ASI) more than 4-6 months
per year. During a life time of 6 yr focal plane instruments may be changed when on-ground refurbishment occurs. With
reasonable exposure times hot thermal sources as faint as V=19—2 can be observed in the spectroscopy mode at 1 10 nm and
active chromospheres on cool stars as faint as V=15 at 250 nm can be monitored. Assessment of FUV imaging is underway,
possibly providing observations of hot sources as faint as V=21-22. Nominal uplift to 155 is set in Autumn 2005.

Keywords: UV Astronomy, International Space Station

1. MISSION INTO HOT PHENOMENA IN THE UNIVERSE. SCIENCE DEMAND

Since three decades the Italian Astronomical community is involved in UV investigations thanks to access to Space Observa-
tories: OAO-2, ESRO-TD1, Copernicus, IUE and HST. The performed researches have been outstanding in the international
context. The response to the call by Memorie of Italian Astronomical Society ( UV Astronomy in Italy published in 1999),
demonstrates that the UV range still represents a promising astrophysical "window" Italian researchers are willing to exploit.
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Table 1. UVISS core scientific targets

Observing mode OM1 (spectroscopy) Oserving mode 0M2 (imaging)
Hot stars continua and mass loss features T Tauri stars in T-Associations for UV colors of young stars
White dwarfs and accretion disks in interacting binaries Young stars in Open Clusters for probing UV excess
UV continua of supersoft X-ray sources Magellanic Clouds (exotica and star nurseries)
Rotational modulation of stellar activity in cool stars Galactic windows (detection of WD's and post-AGB's)

Elliptical and spiral bulge populations in galaxies Symbiotic Miras in Galactic fields at high galactic latitude
Active galactic nuclei accretion disks Search for Globular Clusters with UV upturn
Starburst galaxies spectra to compare with AGN's Far-UV Atlas of Galaxies up to 10 Mpc

1.1. Access to the UV-domain

The HSTprogramme will guarantee UV capabilities longward of 1 150 A with the widest range of observing modes also beyond
2002, when the Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS) will be installed. It has to be stressed that HST is a multipurpose facility
and access to UV must be shared with the optical and JR domains. In addition, the high over-subscription prevents a large
amount of UV observational requests from being satisfied.

The access to the region shortward X 1200 A has been very limited so far; it has finally been provided in 1999 by the mission
FUSE. This non-imaging far-UV observatory enables high resolution spectroscopy in the 905- 1 195 A range. However, the
share to the astronomical community is confined to -25-50% during its three years operational life.

As far as UV surveys are concerned, expected in the time interval 2000—2003, GIMI is an all-sky survey in the far— and near—UV
down to a limiting magnitude muv '-14, while GALEX will perform a complete and deep all-sky survey at limiting magnitude
B22 in the near UV. TAUVEX and FUVITA, were intended to fly on the Spectrum X/y mission, and designed to survey only
a small area (6% of the whole sky) in the classical and far-UV domains, respectively. The actually performed missions will
expand and open many astrophysical topics which, in turn, will require great efforts in follow-up observations. In this respect,
neither the over-subscribed HST, nor the short-lived FUSE project or GALEX appear to be suited for the job.

1.2. A Small Telescope on the Space Station

The current opportunity of placing an UV telescope on-board the International Space Station (155) is due to the ASI—NASA
MOU for 155 utilisation enabling the Italian Space Agency (ASI) to use and operate an externally mounted Payload (Pit)
Adapter for at least 4—6 months/year after assembly complete. The constraints imposed by 155 make available a volume of 1.25
m3 for an externally attached Pit and, thus, a telescope has to be small. Nevertheless, such a telescope is believed to become a
valuable scientific tool for UV Astronomy from 2005 onwards. It is named UVISS.

1.3. Science Demand

As follow-up observations spoken above cannot be identified in advance, a science rationale of intrinsic relevance has been
worked out. Because of the limited size of the telescope only astrophysical sources producing high photon flux in UV can be
considered, hence Mission into Hot Phenomena in the Universe is the goal. The value of it shall be judged on the merits of the
proposed baseline investigations in terms of predictable substantial leaps of our present knowledge about the sources listed in
Table 1 . For achieving these goals two different Focal plane Assemblies (FPA) are envisaged to be accommodated in different
mission periods (slots) of �6 months duration each.

1.4. UVISS Performance
Mission definition rests on a wide-field ('V'.' 1°) telescope enabling: first, long slit spectroscopy capabilities, both in classical
(1250-3200 A) and far- (900-1 150 A) UV domains (Observing Mode OM1) with a dispersion of 3 A; second, imaging medium
bandwidth (100—200 A) observations in the same spectral ranges (Oberving Mode 0M2). As far as spatial resolution is con-
cerned, the image spot diagram diameter convoluted with 155 jitter shall not be worst than about 4" FWHM on axis over about
15 minutes of observation or its position should be photon recentered.
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Figure 1. Comparison of UVISS capabilities (solid Figure 2. as in Fig. 1 for imaging mode (thick line);
line)with those of other UV telescopes in spectroscopy TAUVEX and FUVITA are included to show previous
mode for SIN=5 in 1 h exposure plans; for GIMI (not shown) the level is lO_15

In OM1 the requested limiting flux is 'S.'1015 erg/cm2sA (s.u.) at 1 10 nm. It implies, in the case of stars, the following
limiting V magnitudes ifE(B-V)=O: 20,21,22 for effective temperatures Te(K)=20000,25000,30000respectively. In the case of
extended sources the limiting flux at 1 100 A should be as faint as feasible, perhaps 1019 s.u./sq-arcsec. In 0M2 the requested
limiting magnitude for observations around 2500 A is V=15 for cool stars and as faint as feasible (V>20) at 1 10 nm (10— 16
s.u.) for hot sources.

OM1 and 0M2 shall be implemented in different mission slots of 6 to 12 months. At least 4 slots are requested so that UVISS
lifetime should be 6 yr at least including re—flight operations.

In the simple assumption of looking away from ecliptic and galactic equator the estimates shown in Table 2apply for a grid of
star's Te. In Fig. 1 and 2 UVISS is compared with other UV telescopes for the case of point-like sources. A background of 100
and 400 photons/cm2sAsr has been assumed shortward and longward of 1700 A respectively.

2. MISSION AND SYSTEM ANALYSIS

2.1. ISS Orbit and Attitude

Keplerian orbit will be as follows: at assembly altitude (350 Km) a= 6728 Km, e=0, i=5 1 .6° ; at maximum altitude (460 Km)
a=6838 Kin, e=0, i=5 1 .6 °. Two major perturbations will be at work: the J2 zonal term and the atmospheric drag. The J2
term secular perturbations produce, eg. at 400 Km altitude, a regression of the node at a rate of -4.912°/day (Tiode=73.3 days).
Because of the drag the orbit will decay from 460 Km to 350 Km altitude in 1 800 days in the case of quiet Sunand in 120 days
for active Sun. ISS reboosting will occur 4-5 times/year.

The ISS reference system is Local Vertical/Local Horizontal (LVILH) in ideal attitude conditions. Concerning attitude:
—control moment gyros maintain the Station in a torque equilibrium attitude (TEA), ie. the attitude where the dynamic torques
(mainly aerodynamics and gravity gradient) sum to zero. It requires typically —8° to —10° Pitch, 1° Roll and —3° Yaw,
depending on solar activity. Pitch offset is higher when Orbiter is present.

—during the cruise phase, body axes may oscillate up to peak to peak, per axis and per orbit, wrt TEA.
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Table 2. Exposure time (hours) for SIN=5; case E(B-V)=O (first row) and E(B-V)=O.25 (second row); FPA1-S is the spec-
trograph shortward of Ly—a, FPA1-L is the spectrograph longward of the same line; both have 3 A resolution after detector
read-out; FPA2 is the imaging camera in far-UV (band-width = 100A)

TeK V=15 V=l6 V=l7 V=18 V=19 V=20 V14 V15 V16 V17 V18 V19
X=llO nm (FPA1-S) X=150 nm (FPA1-L)
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Figure 3. Express Pallet (top) on ISS Truss Figure 4. UVISS on Pointing system (2 d.o.f) and elec-
tronics in the virtual box on an Express Pallet Adapter

— GPS at navigation base will provide status vector and attitude knowledge every second with 0.5° accuracy (3 rms) about each
axis.
—jitter amplitude at the ExP is expected near to 1"(O.l Hz), 3"(0.2 Hz), 1"(0.5 Hz), 0.3"(l Hz), 4"(2 Hz), l"(5 Hz), 2"(lO Hz)
about each axis.

2.2. Payload (P/L) Accommodation

Space Station Assembly has begun November 18, 1998 with launch of FGB tug by a Proton from Baikonor and will be
completed by about mid 2004. External Payloads (PIL) can be accomodated on 4 Express Pallets (ExP) attached to Station
Truss (starboard). Two of them are looking up (fig.3). Each ExP is composed of 6 Express Pallet Adapters (ExPA) which
provide mechanical, electrical and telemetry interfaces with 155. No thermal control interfaces are provided; it must be passive
and heat has to be radiated towards zenith.
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Each ExPA has dimensions 1 168 mm x 863 mm; the volume allowed for a static or movable P/L is 1 168 mm x 863 mm x 1244
in directions X (ram), Y, and -Z (zenith) of LVILH frame respectively; the allowable Pit mass, including Instrument Control
Unit (ICU) and Pointing system (UPSS), is 226 Kg (500 Lbs) for each ExPA.

At ExP level power 120 V is 2.5 kW (max). Power 28 V is 2x500 W (max). ISS Mil—1553B Command/Data Interface is
provided (max 500 kbps shared at ExP level); high data rate via 802.3 LAN. There is provision of 6 analog I/O, 6 discrete I/O
channels and 2 Ethernet connections per ExPA.

Fig. 4 shows UVISS assembly on ExPA along with Pointing platform (UPSS) mounted on the ram "wall" of the virtual box,
star trackers, and Instrument Control Unit (ICU) and Drivers Power Unit (DPU) boxes.

2.3. P/L Environment Analysis
Ambient and induced environment has been considered for identifying the effects on the instrumentation. The constituents are
itemized in Table 3

Table 3. Constituents of ISS environment and effects

Ambient environment induced environment
Thermal ambient due to heating by Sun & Earth Glaring from ISS structural elements
Deposition of neutral atmosphere and 01 threat Shuttle glow by 01 (viz Station glow)
Air glow and geocoronal Ly-a E and B fields from plasma discharge
Fast charged particles & SEE's Airlocks, vents, thruster plumes
Radiation belts at comets and SAA anomaly Gas and particulates aborption and scattering
Meteoroids and debris light scattering
Zodiacal, faint stars and galactic light

Concerning glaring, in eclipse conditions we have only infrared emission by Earth which is reflected by the structure, the
maximum being 72 W on a payload surface exposed to wake. Stray light (glaring) attenuation by telescope internal baffling
will prevent an unacceptable background because of the Moon and of possible Station (Shuttle) glow induced by 01 impacts. If
the glow is bright as Earth limb, sometime along a year (e.g. around Summer solstice), depending on panels orientation, faint
sources might be hardly observable.

Radiation analysis has shown than over 1 year the Dose on detectors is <400 Rads with 2 mm of equivalent Al thickness in the
case of active Sun and SEUs will occur every 2 days or 38 days depending on the 1 Mbit SRAM memory components that will
be employed in the control electronics.

Concerning the last item induced by the Station, it prevents only looking along the truss which is not the case here. All other
constituents of the ambient environment are common to any scientific satellite in LEO.

2.4. Sky Visibility
Several limitations will prevent visibility of astronomical targets; the results of a simulation over one year can be seen in Fig. 5
for a star on the equator and at 6 hr R.A.; the agents of line of sight obstruction are the following ones: orbit's night sideonly,
Ram avoidance cone (±700), Moon avoidance cone (±60°), reboosting and maintenance periods, U.S. solar panels, russian
solar panels, centrifuge module, russian science platform and radiator, starboard radiator, orbit's precession. In addition the
visibility is further limited when pointing and tracking is respectful of the virtual box. The visibility periods (shots) shown in
Fig. 5 can vary from 2 to 5 depending on star declination. The shots last 5—10 days and in one day there are 15.5 orbits. Orbit's
night is typically 40 minutes long enabling tracking of 2 targets. In 73 days the whole sky will be seen and the observing
program will be organized by selecting stars in the shots.

2.5. Optical Configuration
The chosen optical design is the R.-C telescope defined in Fig. 6. The mirrors are to be coated with (or made out of) SiC. The
LDEF experiment has shown that reflectance degradation of SiC over a year, because of 01 impacts, will be marginal at short
wavelengths and negligible at long wavelengths especially if the main mirror is exposed opposite to motion direction. In the
long term refurbishment is necessary also because of molecular deposition from residual atmosphere.
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Figure 5. middle: target visibility within tracking solid
angle (top) after convolution with all limitations

Table 4. P/s systems performance summary; "stability"

Item CPD Hexapod GLO-like
rotation axes 2 6 2

tilt in yaw
in pitch

pointing accy
slewrate ? 1.2°/s 0.06°/s
stability 0.1°/lOs 13/s < 4"/15m

input GPS 0 tracker * Tracker

2.6. Pointing and Stabilisation

Table 5. preliminary system budget
item mass(Kg) power(W)
Telescope
UPss & cabling
derotator
finder & tracker
ICU

FPA1

42.5
40
15
3.5
19

30

15 peak
included in ICU
included in ICU
included in ICU

300 peak, 40 standby
210 mean over 40m
50 (40m), 25 standby

total 160 152 mean

telemetry 150000 KBaud

By inspecting the performance of the pointing platforms (P15) considered (Table 4), an altazimuthal platform (UPSS) similar
to GLO (flown on recent Shuttle flight) is baselined. Its mounting on ExPA is such that the azimuthal plane is normal to
the X-axis (see Fig. 4). The telescope will track mainly towards wake up to 70° from zenith in order to keep field of view
(FoV) rotation below 12°/m. Tracking amplitude will be nearly 90° on the (X,-Z)—plane and '—25° on the (Y,-Z)—plane. A
different configuration and mounting of UP55 is under study in order to avoid implementation of FoV derotation; it could be an
equatorial one like the CPD (Coarse Pointing Device) developed by ESA but with improved performances. FoV derotation, if
necessary, will be up to the telescope. The high frequencyjitter (0.5 Hz and larger) will be damped mechanically. In addition,
photon recentering will be implemented.

2.7. Finder and Tracker
An Autonomous Star Tracker will be used as Finder; the optical system is based on a modified "Double Gauss Objective"
derived from the Stellar Reference Unit of CA55INI: waveband 500 nm to 900 nm, F=30 mm, f/i .2, FoV=16°, dynamic range
1 .5—5.5 mag; it uses a frame transfer CCD detector. It can provide attitude wrt J2000 frame with Pitch/Yaw accuracy of 8"—16"
every 0.2s (3). It will be complemented by a non-autonomous Tracker enabling recognition of star as faint as 7—8 mag in the
band 400—700 nm; the f/i .3 lens has F=75 mm and FoV is 7° ; the CCD frame rate is 20 Hz. Tracking information every0.1s
on non-visible targets is by triangulation with an error of 2—3" rms for ech axis normal to boresight.

0= 06 00 0.0 ö— 0. 00 0.0.. (unnamed)
Optical configuration parameters

vtstbiltty within tracking pyrmlda1 iolid angle (70—160:65—110)

1\ 1ñJ1ft P 11L
visibility

A . A1 ft /1

Olongitude (P =71.1 days)

NNNJNTNNNNiTNNTNNJNTNNNhNTNjNN
0 90 180 270 360

Days since JO 2451694.9=30 May 2000 10:15:10 GMT

means repositioning error for CPD and Hexapod

Figure 6. baseline optical configuration description
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Figure 7. Current version of UVISS telescope with the bay for the Focal Plane Assembly (FPA).

2.8. Instrument Control Unit
The Instrument Control Unit (ICU) is the telescope electronics that controls the pointing platform and the telescope subsystems
including the finder objective and the star tracker. It will be materialised by 2 boxes placed on ExPA (Fig. 4) one of which is
the Drivers Power Unit (DPU)
The ICU: —Interprets and execute commands; —Configures the subsystems by switching on/off those in use or redundant; —
Monitors the instruments and make them safe in case of failure; —Schedules and monitor an observing sequence; —Control
and interprets the returning status from detectors and power supply; —Performs pointing and tracking; —Acquires and prepare
tracking information for telemetry; —Collects and prepares instrument housekeeping data and engineering packets for telemetry;
—Acquires, compresses, memorizes and transmits data from scientific instruments

Constituents of ICU are the following boards: main processor, tracking processor, housekeeping and I/O, motor control, mass-
memory, FPA interface. Direct interfaces to tracking telescopes could be foreseen allowing direct transmission via VME bus of
images to the data interface or memory. An independent box could be adopted to house the motors drivers, DC/DC converters
and power distribution board for better thermal dissipation and mass distribution.

2.9. System budgets
Table 5 tells what it is understood at the present on mass breakdown, power profile and telemetry.

3. TELESCOPE
3.1. Mechanical Drawings

The mechanical layout of baseline telescope is shown in Fig. 7 including the baffling system; no Sun shade is necessary; the
telescope cover will be doubly fan-shaped because it shall not exceed the virtual box when deployed. The Lunar and Planetary
Laboratory of University of Arizona has proposed to replace the present optical assembly with a Meinel mount.
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3.2. Baffles

An acceptable level of stray light (glare) is 1020 erg/cm2sA arcsec2 on focal plane; present modeling has shown that ISS
reflected Moon light is not a critical issue for observations both at 1 10 nm and 250 nm; direct Moon light is not a problemat
1 10 nm for aspect angles � 400 but during full Moon only bright sources can be observed at 250 nm.

3.3. Optomechanical Analysis
Shifting ofthe secondary mirror along the optical axis by 2Opm keeps the spot size below 4" up to 20' from the axis. By suitable
choice of materials focusing shall be avoided.

3.4. Structural and Thermal Analysis
Among possible materials for mirrors, the characteristics of SiC are such as to better match stiffness, weight and machining
requirements. In the case of a Meinel mount materials trade-off include SXA and Al.

As regards the telescope structure, a configuration has been adopted which is based on three metering rods connecting the
mounting rings of the mirrors. The target is to use a material to keep the telescope weight below 50 kg. For this purpose it
is suggested to use SiC or Al203 (which has thermal characteristics similar to SiC) also for the structure. Recent advances in
the processing of high porosity SiC foams aroused interest for its potential use as structural material as well apart humidity
contamination and subsequent outgassing on orbit.

A finite element model of UVISS shall be developed and a whole instrument modal, strength and thermo-elastic analysis will
be performed taking into account the particular mounting on the adopted pointing platform.

As regards the telescope, there are not components that are critical from the thermal point of view; in fact some actuators (e.g.
cover mechanism) will be used not continuously, but in any case they will produce a very small thermal contribute. Essentially,
the critical components for the thermal aspects are the detectors positioned close to the focal plane and the electronic boxes.
The detector contribution is to be well analysed, as well as mechanisms motors.

3.5. Cleanliness and Contamination Control
The present idea is that CCC should apply only during the pre-launch integration phase since analysis has shown this aspect
is not critical for 1 year mission slot. If 3% of the residual atmosphere will deposit on the main mirror we will have a layer
about 34 A thick for 6 months continous exposition and photon absorption of 34 to 7 percent from 1200 A to 2500 A which
may be taken as upper limit for one year because the optics will be protected with a cover during maintenance and reboosting
of ISS and during orbit's day. For reducing molecular deposits during orbit's night a thermal gradient will be induced to allow
volatilization.

3.6. Mechanisms

The following mechanisms are required at telescope level: FoV derotation, telescope cover, mechanical stops and locking
devices.

3.7. Build—in attitude monitoring

The star finder and tracker will be able to give sufficient information on attitude such as to predict the slow rotation of the field.
For pointing and stabilisation the present baseline assumes that UPSS is sufficient when aided by mechanical damping of high
frequency jitter; it is being investigated to what extent the zero-order image of the gratings in FPA1 may be exploited to perform
photon recentering. The zero-order detector should have low efficiency at visible wavelengths for background reduction. Its
position in the Telescope Bay is shown in Fig. 7 fed by optical fibres. When FPA2 is on board some stars may be used.

3.8. Electrical resources and harness

Particular attention has to be paid for the electric wires definition considering that we have some movable components. All
dimensions, e.g. length and curvature radius, and the identification of their fixing points on the structure must be chosen in
order to allow the required inclination of the telescope and rotation of FPA.
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3.9. Calibrations
The following calibrations are envisaged at telescope level: FoV, PSF, MTF ,stray light attenuation, alignements. The telescope
design will include a complete pre-flight evaluation using a wavelength in the visible band; the UV band will be necessary only
for some additional tests (e.g. reflectivity). Possible sources for on-board calibration similar to those utilised for UVCS (SOHO)
could be adopted. The zero—order detector will be used on bright stars to calibrate alignements of telescope, tracker and grating
and positioning of the science detector in order to perform photon recentering from attitude information furnished by the tracker
at 10Hz rate.

4. FOCAL PLANE INSTRUMENTATION

The following configurations of Focal Plane Assembly (FPA) are envisaged:
FPA1 - imaging spectrograph with selectable extended entrance slits: fixed length is TBD ( 8') (depends on grating edge
performance); selectable widths: 6", 12", 100"; FPA1 will perform OM1 ; FPA1-S is the option covering the 91- 1 15 nm interval;
FPA1-L is the option covering the 130-320 nm interval; the two options will operate alternate during one slot.
FPA2 - imaging camera (for 0M2) with field flattner and provision for selectable spectral ranges.
The two configurations FPA1 and FPA2 will be accomodated on UVISS in different slots.

FPA1 should counter-rotate for compensation of field rotation and this will be provided by the telescope; in the case of an
equatorial UPSS there will not be FoV rotation, however a position angle of the FPA1 slit is necessary; with FPA2 derotation
could be performed by photon recentering.

4.1. The FPA1 spectrographs
The spectrographs are shown in the Telescope Bay in fig. 7 along with the detectors. For FPA1-S a varied line spacing Harada
configuration has been adopted with a spherical grating having curvature radius R =230mm and central ruling density of 1400
lines/mm; the length of the spectrum is 14 mm; the spectral resolution is shown in Fig. 8.

Harada configuration has also been selected for FPA1-L with a Rowland circle diameter D =280mm and central ruling density
of 510 lines/mm; the length of the spectrum is 29 mm; see Fig. 8 for spectral resolution.

Best performance coatings for FPA1-S are assumed to be vapor deposited SiC or a multilayer coating consisting of a Al substrate
coated with MgF2 and SiC (Al—MgF2—SiC). The FPA1-L grating will be MgF2 coated.

The zero order images have anular shape with areas of 5000 (-S) and 2700 (-L) square arcseconds; while smearing the star
throughput, they collect so much of sky background to make it difficult any centroiding technique on faint objects.

4.2. The FPA2 imaging camera

The imaging Camera is still under assessment; possible configurations are illustrated in Fig. 9. The baseline solution foresees
utilisation of an Indium filter in order to reject the geocoronal Ly-u for work in the far UV (FUV); the FUV arm includes a SiC
coated aspheric mirror as field flattner; the UV arm uses a similar mirror but with Al+MgF2 coating; the two mirrors are lodged
on a slide for alternate insertion in the light beam. Direct Ly-a flux from the boresight at 300 Km altitude may be 2x 10— 13

erg/cm2 s arcsec2 and 10_19 will be detected because of residual transmission of the Indium filter (0.02 %); moreover, problems
may arise from the large Ly-a flux collected by ISS structural elements and reflected into UVISS when a single band 91—1 22
nm is used. Rough estimates show that the background may be larger by a factor variable up to 1000 depending on the angle
between the boresight and the viewing direction of radiator and solar panels projected unit surfaces, while panels rotate to keep
perpendicular to sunlight. In order to fully exclude Ly-a, the use of multilayers mirrors is being investigated.

4.3. Detectors
FPA1 and FPA2 will make use of Photon Counting Intensified CCD (PC-ICCD). The prototype consists of Z stack, high gain
microchannel plate intensifier endowed with a photocathode. The intensified electron cascade is transformed, by phosphor
screen and fiber optics reducer, into a 3x3 pixels quasi-gaussian charge distribution on a CCD matrix operated in frame transfer
mode. The CCD is read out through a single output amplifier at a frequency of 20 MHz by means of Field Programmable Gate
Array technology. The data flow is acquired serially and fed to a virtual shift register system as to generate a 3x3 pixels event
sash that sweeps dynamically the CCD matrix at read out clock 50 ns pace. The centroid coordinates of identified events are
then determined with sub-pixel accuracy and stored in a external memory. The detector of the zero order must be fast (single
photon sensitivity) with high gain and it should have low efficiency in the visual band.
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Figure 8. Spectral resolution of the two spectrographs for point sources on—axis (top) and increasingly off—axis (towards the
bottom); the straight lines represent the case of pixel limited resolution (25pm pixel size)

Figure 9. FPA2 cameras layout: Left panel: the indium filter camera. Right panel: the multilayers mirrors camera.

4.4. Mechanical Interfaces
The spectrographs, or the camera, are to fit into a cylinder of roughly 40 cm in diameter and 35 cm height by considering that
the focal extraction is 1 10 mm. The total mass should not exceed 40 Kg and power smaller than 40 W is required. The main
items to consider in designing FPA interfaces are: accommodation of the detectors with electro—optical system and cables in
a small volume, efficient local baffling system for minimizing scattered light and several mechanisms (for selecting slit width,
for changing grating, for purging FPA via ion pump and ,when FPA2 is on board, for changing relay mirrors and filter wheel
and shutter operations); a calibration lamp for flat field acquisition shall also be considered.

4.5. Contamination

Most contaminant particles will come from the spectrograph and the camera; a control plan will be worked out to prevent
outgassing build-up prior to launch. In the case of molecular deposition an upper figure of 6 A thickness on the gratings may
be assumed in 6 months of continous exposition producing a photon absorption of 7 to 1 percent from 120 nm to 250 nm.
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Table 6. On Board and on ground operations; see text for acronyms

On Board Operations On Ground Operations
Calibrations: Mission simulator (MS):
— dark current cal to be perfonned every TBD orbit Use of MS to generate observational sequences
— epochs flux and 2 calibration within 1 day from status vector release
— FPA: special cal tests every TBD orbits MS to define feasible science in given periods

On Board data handling Data management
— pointing/tracking & mechanisms actuation quick look performed at CC is mirrored at UHB
— data compression for science data raw data treatment at USOC
— telemetry shall be < 240 Kbs /orbit decoded telemetry data archived at USOC
— data storage for off-line transmission data products are archived at CC
— storage of commands for 1 day operations distribution of data products by CC
— storage of one orbit science data calibration data are archived at CC

4.6. Calibrations
Pre- and post—flight calibrations will be performed on the optical system, on the detectors and on the integrated FPA by means
of existing facilities in the participating Institutes. In—flight calibration will mainly rest on fluxes available in the Voyager, HUT,
Orpheus and UVSTAR archives.

5. REQUIREMENTS ON OPERATIONS AND DATA HANDLING

UVISS will be integrated on ground on an ExPA, transported by a Shuttle and installed on ExP by the Robotic Manipulator Arm.
No intervention of Astronauts is needed. As indicated in Fig. 10, UVISS will operate as a slave unit of the 155 Command/Data
System, relayed to 155 Master Unit and Computers by a 1 Mbps Data Bus, and by an additional High Rate Data Link. The User
Support and Operations Centre (USOC) located at MARS Center (Naples, Italy) will provide the link to 155 and assistance to
the user. Operations are indicated in Table 6.

For remote control User Home Bases (UHB) must be established to monitore subsystem performance. A Control Center (CC)
must be established as 1fF between USOC, UHB and users. Telecommands for uplink of observing programme are under CC
responsibilty and managed by USOC. A scientist should permanently be on duty at CC and a person should continously be
available at each UHB. The general scheme of operations support equipment is preliminarly identified as per Fig. 10.

A requirement for OBC and OBSW is to be able to handle 2 images of 64 Mb, and to compress them to less than about25 Mb
of raw data. Allowing for HK and Star Tracker data, and a reasonable contingency, one observation (comprising 1 or more runs
15m each) could produce about 30 Mb of data. We can reasonably envisage 2 to 3 observations per orbit (on different targets),
so the total data flow per orbit can be set to 60—100 Mb. This figure is rounded to 150 Mb for allowing identifications flags.

The on-ground treatment of scientific data after downlink comprises two complementary tasks: real-time quick look analysis
and data calibration. The first step requires real-time (henceforth R/T) intervention to evaluate the quality of the data and pos-
sibly to change observational strategies. The second task involves the finalization of a standard data processing pipeline which
will provide calibrated UVISS data to end-users. The data calibration pipeline should start with the raw image decompression
and reconstruction, togehter with R/T storage of data (including proper quality flags in the image headers). At the same time,
a suitable quick-look facility of decompressed raw images should be made available to R/T observers. The in-flight absolute
flux calibration should be checked routinely by observing (at properly spaced time intervals) suitable standard stars (eg. white
dwarfs).

The UVISS data archive should be envisaged as a user-friendly dataset allowing the easiest transportation of UV data in the
future. As such it should be made available in a widely used format (like FITS) on transportable archival supports (like CD-
ROMs). UVISS archive should consist of both calibrated and raw data together with corresponding catalogs.
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Figure 10. left: The on Orbit and Ground Support Equipment for UVISS: FPA STR/AC: Focal Plane Assembly, Star Tracker!
Attitude Control; P/L DH: Payload Data Handling; OBC: On Board Computer(s); PCM decoder: decodes data stream from
ISS to extract information relative to UVISS. During ground calibrations, it decodes data formatted to be inserted in the station
format; IF: interface card; HK: house-keeping display; STORAGE: to calibrate the instruments and to archive the outcome;
Data (Control) Center: house-keeping, calibration and scientific data are sent here for reduction and despatching to users;
Console/s: for supporting the software for all the above operations. right: Scheme of the Command Data System for ISS

6.1. Telescope Developement

6. PROSPECTS FOR PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

Detailed design, development, integration and tests will require 4 years; An early EM model will be upgraded to become a
PFM which, after final testing, will be flown. Payload integration will take place in Turin (Italy) at ALTEC (ASI Logistic and
Technological Engineering Centre). Present plans envisage uplift in the second half of 2005 if the project will be approved by
ASI within year 2000.
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